Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

70

RT

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

James, Ja'Wuan

Scout Name (Last, First)

6-03-92 (24)

Morgan, Kyle

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

Tennessee (TNUN)

14 - 1st MIA

Miami Dolphins

Games Played

Games Started

39

39

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

21

Positions Started Captain

54%

RT

NO

INJURIES

2014: No Significant Injuries 2015: Missed Wk 8-17 (Toe) 2016: No Significant Injuries

KEY STATS

2014: 9 PEN (4 False Start/3 Holding) 5.75 Sacks Allowed 2015: 5 PEN (1 False Start/ 4
Holding) 1.5 Sacks

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert

Height

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

Arm

6060

311

5.34

1.86

35

Tapes Viewed
BEST
WORST
PROJECTION

SCHEME FIT

9 7/8

29

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

7.42

4.56

103

22

2016: vs TEN 10/09, @SD 11/13, @ STL 11/20, @BAL 12/04, vs ARZ 12/11
Gap Block, Zone/Space Block at POA, Mental Processing
Anchor, Play Strength, Mental Toughness
Starting RT that will be effective in a run-heavy offense, both in Gap and Zone schemes. Will
struggle in Pass Pro versus EDGE rushers who utilize speed and agility to effect the pocket as
he does not have the agility and footwork to match an advanced pass rush plan.
Best suited for Gap scheme, though can be effective in Zone scheme at POA in run-heavy
system.

SUMMARY
3rd year RT who has started 39 of 39 career games with no significant injuries in 2016. 1st season under HC
Adam Gase where he aligned primarily at RT, though has some experience at LT in unbalanced formations. Very
good height and weight with elite arm length and displays solid overall athletic ability with a good combination
of lateral quickness and explosiveness. Has good pre-snap mental processing, showing the ability to diagnose the
defensive alignments and communicate assignments effectively. Has very good Gap blocking abilities as he is able
to play with a lower pad level and utilize his explosiveness to drive the defender off thegap at the POA. In Zone
blocking schemes, has good display of quickness and hand usage to get to and execute the block at the LOS, and
plays with his head on a swivel to be able to locate the appropriate 2nd level defender to engage. Utilizes solid
punch and timing in Pass Pro to off-set the pass rush of the DE, and has the awareness and ability to get hands on
the 3T to help the RG while still getting hands on the EDGE rusher to run them out of the arc. Has good UOH when
engaged with a defender, showing the ability to deflect the hands of the opposing DE to establish leverage.
Consistently uses his arm length to his advantage versus speed rush to push the defender outside the arc, often
times using the speed of the defender to his advantage. Plays with high pad level and limited flexibility, leaving
him susceptible to balance issueswhile lacking the play strength to offset these traits. Adequate competitive
toughness as he doesn’t display a consistent mean streak and can easily fall into a poor series of downs after one
negative play. Has difficulty getting hands on 2nd level defenders, rarely securing a secondlevelblock downfield.
In Pass Pro, has a difficult time using hands and feet simultaneously, and often over sets versus speed EDGE
rushers which opens up the inside lane to the QB. High pad level, lack of independent use of his arms and feet and
lack of physical strength in Pass Pro makes it difficult to reset the defender as he is often driven back into the
pocket, making him adequate in Anchor situations. Overall, a starting RT that will be effective in a run-heavy
offense, both in Gap and Zone schemes. Will struggle in Pass Pro versus EDGE rushers who utilize speed and
agility to affectthe pocket as he does not have the agility and footwork to match an advanced pass rush plan.

